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Christmas Quiz IX 
All answers are the names of geographical features. All clues are based purely on the name of the 

feature and any connection to the location or nature of the feature is concerned is entirely coincidental, 

save where such factors are explicitly reflected in the city’s name. Answers will be available from 

Epiphany with honour and glory to the highest scoring individual/team. Please email me with your 

completed answers and (with or without answers) if you would like a copy of the answers. 

Mountains, Mountain Ranges and Volcanoes 

1 Fasten a bucket and exclaim.  

2 Dwarf male exclaims after preserve container.  

3 Increase hurrying.  

4 Similar to an antler but not made of energy.  

5 Alien not applicable.  

6 Where men go to pee despite not getting in.  

7 Also Spain.  

8 Finally, no English beverage.  

9 Before transport vehicle that is both omnipresent and, arguably, 

breakfast-related. 

 

10 Tangled laps.  

11 A bit like blancmange the wrong way round, as Darwin’s 

granddaughter would say. 

 

12 A white-haired Oxford professor.  

13 Perpetually time in New York or Boston, for example.  

14 English Scottish Johns who reside on an automobile track.  

15 Command a sentient computer to religiously transgress.  

16 Airline for bounders identifies backwards knight.  

17 King’s Quest maker’s Spanish mother.  

18 Family to an incomplete Filipino duck embryo snack.  

19 Burst, feline! A flower part in disarray.  

20 Belonging to the mother of Constantine?   

Rivers 

21 Singular adversary of those who were not duffers and so did not 
drown. 

 

22 Slice off an indeterminate number.  

23 How a giant ape might introduce himself.  

24 Group of youths named after the nineteenth letter?  

25 A desperate man pursued by a Filipino purple yam.  

26 European acidity measurement scores highly.  

27 Hoodwink a game harder than chess.  

28 Moving by, without tin.  

29 A device for taking pictures, but this era? No!  

30 The zeroth holy ritual?  

31 Words said by the graeae after Perseus’s theft?  

32 Sounds like it flows sluggishly.  

33 Gnashed again, backwards.  

34 Zero exponentiated.  

35 Hobble before a polite Filipino affirmative.  

36 Fishing net.  

37 Pig inside a teaching  website.  

Islands 

38 Scientist chap skips back three vowels.  

39 Take heed, otherwise exclaim.  

40 Acute and obtuse before an accounting firm.  

41 A programming language that will pick you up.  

42 Potato monarch in his younger days.  

43 Surname of a caterpillar and my friend.  

44 Gash on an insane country stove.  

45 Pile of stones left by miners?  

46 Personally possess one.  

47 Trees with knees.  

48 Carried nothing.  

49 A French bad thank you.  

50 Perpendicular pronoun espies an antelope.  

51 What Descartes might deduce if an archaic length measurement  
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thought. 

52 Not woman.  

53 Man’s frying devise precedes notes sung by priest and people and 

by everyone. 

 

Seas, Lakes and Oceans 

54 Inside knowledge of space walk.  

55 Father cleaning fluid’s new name – express comprehension.  

56 Command short rotary aircraft to touch down at large Holy Trinity.  

57 Like a parrot pining for the fjords.  

58 Tomb raider runs backwards.  

59 French bridge plots precipitation.  

60 False god contains an alphabetical 9/11.  

61 Narnian Prince.  

62 Never eat shredded shreddies?  

63 Espy a legume that goes well with spare meat.  

64 Cockney instruction to crank up a woman’s misspelled tarn.  

65 Male sentient computers in conditions that could be dire.  

66 Thank you, Mr Capone.  

67 Icelandic lava becomes confused with a genetic unit.  

68 Eagle’s nest.  

69 Peruse, without a.  

70 Fall behind female one.  

Deserts 

71 Method of operation for Germans to say ‘yes’ to victory in Europe.  

72 A Mrs M, confused.  

73 Query as to the sex of child goes uncompleted.  

74 American expresses zoologically aware surprise at a frontally 

confused ‘buffalo’. 

 

75 75% full – but this is the rest.  

76 Not particular about precisely which high particle energy.  

77 Growling, consume a heroine of Grease.  

78 Morning in the functional part of a pen.  

79 Affectionately touch a garden flower without beryllium.  

80 Mouth a personal pronoun.  

Landmarks and Features 

81 Grandmother delta lies in proximity to California, New York and 

Ontario. 

 

82 Boulder belonging to people who say yes.  

83 Stylish unknown precedes two female sheep, 50, and a 

honeymaker, before a large box loader. 

 

84 A description of Simeon or Methuselah.  

85 Outcome of a palindromic man’s plan.  

86 Gateau may be found here.  

87 Underground home of giant hairy Lepidoptera?  

88 Colloquially speaking, a mermaid’s cavern.  

89 Badly spelled assertion that large humanoids are responsible for the 

liquid part of milk? 

 

90 Stove inserts itself into report on currency depreciation in Africa’s 

most populous country. 

 

Extraterrestrial, Imaginary and Fictional 

91 Firearm father – not good.  

92 Dark liquid in a hurry.  

93 Confusing? P.S. Vain moons.  

94 Profligate use of arctic seabirds residing in local network.  

95 Found on a particularly bad acne sufferer, perhaps?  

96 Crossing place of a Germanically pluralised bear.  

97 Surfaces of male sheep.  

98 Pull aboard riding animal.  

99 Peaceful computer science for a female horse located in the Islamic 

State. 

 

100 80% of the beginning,  

 


